Simply organic structures

Following human behaviors in the office brings to life a natural environment, where the horizon and experience of the space feel organized and consistent, but unregimented. Staks realizes this unforced feeling through negative space and versatile storage.
Textures and patterns that create a sense of home

Numerous options for finish, functionality, and structure of space create a visual and spatial experience that evokes security and comfort without losing connectedness. Warmth and welcome come through in wood tones and diverse arrangements.
Customization to the inch and the dollar

Staks offers endless flexibility in creating a workplace with a personalized scale, reflecting people’s needs and the constraints of your budget. From height-adjustable desks to highly configurable footprints and components—if you can sketch it, you can spec it with Staks.
Sitting in the same position all day can be hard on your health and even harder on your ability to get more work done. Height-adjustable work surfaces, storage elements, and other key features make it easy to create a collaborative, personalized environment for every part of a workday.
Each with more than 30 years of experience in product design, interior design, and dealership purchasing, Pam Light and John Duffy are the perfect team. Just as their partnership requires balance and harmony, they believe that design is the marriage of science and art. Pam and John believe that building spaces is about making people comfortable, which means products should be made critically, intelligently, and humanely. Their work spans a variety of products, including furniture for corporate, entertainment, hospitality, and healthcare settings.